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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

St. Francis College is known for its many traditions with Franciscan roots. One such tradition that is special and central to our mission of providing an affordable and superior liberal arts education is our Endowed Scholarship Program.

For over a century, the College has awarded scholarships to deserving students from all walks of life and has changed the lives of many by helping to pave the way for future personal and academic successes.

With each passing year, our Endowed Scholarship Program flourishes with the creation of new scholarships, the completion of partially funded scholarships, and the awarding of scholarships to a growing number of students. Currently we have 210 scholarships, of which 158 are fully endowed. This year, we have newly awarded scholarships to 34 deserving students, bringing the total of those currently receiving an endowed scholarship to 94 students.

As you turn the pages, you will see familiar names of current and former professors, classmates, and friends of the College. Many of our endowed scholarships have been established to honor or memorialize a member of the St. Francis College family. Though some of our loved ones and friends may not be with us, their legacy continues to inspire students to work hard and achieve great things.

Through the Endowed Scholarship Program, we as educators, alumni, and friends renew our commitment to the Franciscan tradition by making vital contributions to the future of our students, our College, and our community. I would like to thank all those who have supported the Program this year and congratulate all student scholars.

Sincerely,

Brendan J. Dugan ’68
President
Endowed Scholarships and Recipients*

Richie Allen '96 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2006 by friends and family of Richie Allen, a graduate who lost his life on 9-11.
RECIPIENT:
Alexander Semotan '10, Information Technology
Alexander is currently starting a web design firm and hopes to continue his education following graduation.

Honorable Francis X. Altamari '50 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in memory of the Honorable Francis X. Altamari '50, a distinguished alumnus, judge, and former professor at St. Francis College.

Anne Longo Amore Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2001 in memory of Anne Longo Amore, mother of the late Dr. Ann Amore, the College's Vice President for College Relations from 1979 to 2001. The scholarship was endowed by gifts from family members, friends, alumni, faculty, and staff.

Carmen and Edward '60 Aquilone Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2005 by friends and loved ones in honor of Edward Aquilone, the former Athletic Director of St. Francis College, and his wife, Carmen.
RECIPIENT:
Karla Babica '09, Management

Peter N. Aquilone Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2005 by friends and loved ones in memory of Peter Aquilone, son of Carmen and Edward '60 Aquilone.
RECIPIENT:
Frank Pineiro '09, Physical Education Teacher Training
Frank plans to pursue a career in athletics as a gym teacher and coach. He is a member of the Track & Field Team at St. Francis College.

Right Reverend John J. Berkey '38 Memorial Scholarship
This full scholarship was established in memory of Monsignor John J. Berkey and was awarded for the first time in the spring of 1992. The scholarship benefits students with special needs.

Madeline and Stanley Bogart Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2006 by friends and family of Madeline and Stanley Bogart, parents of Stephen Bogart, the College's Executive Vice President.
RECIPIENT:
Wai-Ting Lam '09, Mathematics
Wai-Ting plans to pursue a graduate degree in Financial Engineering or Financial Mathematics after graduating. She is the Vice President of the Math Club and a member of the Chemistry Club at St. Francis College.

Monsignor Paul Bradley '37 Scholarship
Monsignor Bradley was a decorated Chaplain who served in Iwo Jima during World War II. He endowed this full scholarship in 1998.

Gladys Brooks Foundation Scholarships
The Gladys Brooks Foundation has endowed two full scholarships at the College. The first was originally awarded in 1987, and the second was first awarded in the spring of 1992.
RECIPIENTS:
Cynthia Leal '10, Criminal Justice
Aleksandra Milanova '11, Economics and Finance
Aleksandra plans to pursue a graduate degree in Economics. She is the Vice President of the International Society for Economics and the Secretary of the Eastern European Club at St. Francis College.

Joe Browne '68 Scholarship
Partial scholarship endowed by Joe '68 and Karyn Browne for students who are graduates of Archbishop Molloy High School and who were raised in single parent households in the New York area.
RECIPIENT:
Amanda Hogue '11, Adolescence Education and Social Studies

Dr. John Burke '40 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in honor of Dr. Burke, a longtime professor of Chemistry who had taught at the College since 1943.

John Daniel Callahan Memorial Scholarship
Peter J. Callahan '63 endowed this full scholarship in memory of his father.
RECIPIENT:
Deirdre Turner '10, Accounting

Frank M. Caputo Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship established by the family and friends of Frank Caputo, a former member of the College's Council of Regents.
RECIPIENT:
Bono H. Lee '09, Mathematics

Dr. Joseph Carpino Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Dr. Carpino, a professor of Philosophy at St. Francis College from 1957 to 1996.

Philip Andrew Carrano '70 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by family members, friends, and alumni in memory of Philip, an outstanding teacher.
RECIPIENT:
Jack Velez '09, Accounting
Jack plans to pursue a career in accounting following graduation. He is a member of the Accounting Society and the Finance Club at St. Francis College.

Brother Camillus Casey, O.S.F. Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of Brother Camillus, a former professor of French who taught at the College from 1940-1946 and then from 1952 to 1977.

Dr. Michael Casey Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Dr. Casey, a former professor of Economics who served the College for 27 years, from 1962 to 1989.
RECIPIENT:
Angelica Padalino '09, Accounting
Angelica plans to become a CPA after graduating.

Robert B. Catell Scholarship
Full scholarship established with part of the proceeds from the 1999 Charter Award Dinner honoring Mr. Catell, Executive Director and Deputy Chairman of National Grid.

Frank Celauro Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in honor of Frank Celauro in 2006.

Derrick D. Cephas Scholarship
Full scholarship established with part of the proceeds from the 1998 Charter Award Dinner honoring Mr. Cephas, President and CEO of Amalgamated Bank.

Chase Manhattan Bank N.A. Scholarships
Chase Manhattan Bank established two full scholarships, both in conjunction with the College's Centennial.
RECIPIENT:
Jesus Del Cid '11, Political Science
Jesus plans to pursue a career in law. He plans on attending law school after graduation.

Chemical Bank Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by the employees of Chemical Bank.

Class of 1938 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by the Class of 1938 on the celebration of its 50th anniversary. This scholarship was awarded for the first time in the spring of 1990.
RECIPIENT:
Amanda Gough '11, Communications
Amanda plans to pursue a career in journalism. She is a former editor of the St. Francis College student newspaper, The Voice.

Dean John Clifford Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of the beloved John Clifford, former Dean of Students and moderator of the Trouper's, who died early in his career at the College. He served the College from 1962 to 1977.
RECIPIENT:
Monika Xheblati '09, Economics
Monika plans to pursue a Master's degree in Economics after graduation.

Rita and Michael Collins Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 in honor of Mary Macchiarola's parents by the Collins and Macchiarola families.
RECIPIENT:
Thomas Fiorella '09, Criminal Justice
Thomas plans to pursue a career in law enforcement either at the local or federal level.

* In order to ensure that an equitable number of scholarships are available each year to the student body, not all endowed scholarships are awarded on an annual basis.
Jo Conway Scholarship
Partial scholarship endowed in 2003 by family and friends in memory of Jo Conway.
RECIPIENT:
Tanair Estvez ‘11, Psychology
Tanair plans on completing a doctorate program and becoming a marriage and family therapist following graduation. She is a member of the Psychology Club at St. Francis College.

Joseph Coppotelli ’63 Scholarship
Full scholarship established with part of the proceeds from the 2000 Charter Award Dinner honoring Mr. Coppotelli, Vice Chairman of StructureTone, Inc.
RECIPIENT:
Kristen Morale ‘11, Undecided
Kristen plans on studying English. She currently is a member of the College’s Special Events Committee.

Brother Henry Cuddy, O.S.F. ’40 Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008, this scholarship was established by alumni, friends, and family in memory of Brother Henry, a former Academic Dean at the College. Brother Henry received his B.A. degree from St. Francis College in 1940, and his M.A. degree and Ph.D. from St. John’s University in 1943 and 1953. Throughout his life he was a student and a teacher of history. He loved the classroom but graciously accepted over his fifty years as a Professed Brother, Congregational assignments as High School Principal, Superior, College Dean and Faculty Residence Coordinator. Brother Henry passed away in 1991.

Antoinette M. D’Amato Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2006 by Senator Alfonse D’Amato in honor of his mother.
RECIPIENT:
Jacyln Mistretta ‘10, Communications
Jacyln plans to either attend graduate school or law school and pursue a career in corporate law or public relations.

Jack ’70 and Kathy Danaher Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2006 by family and friends in honor of the late Jack Danaher and his wife, Kathy.
RECIPIENT:
Juarez Gaia Neto ‘10, Economics
Juarez plans to pursue a career in finance. He also works as a tutor in Spanish and Mathematics.

Hans-Peter Dawson Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2005 by William ‘86 and Stephanie Rogen Dawson and their families in memory of their son.
RECIPIENT:
Iwona Fryzeli ’09, English
Iwona is considering a career in teaching or writing after graduation.

Helen and Louis DeBlasio Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by Kathleen and the late Michael ’58 DeBlasio, in honor of Mr. DeBlasio’s parents.
RECIPIENT:
Jeffrey Tavares ’10, Accounting
Jeffrey is currently working toward his Master's degree in Accounting. His future plans include becoming a certified public accountant and working for one of the big four accounting firms.

Professor Francis Delaney Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by many alumni and friends in memory of Professor Delaney, a former professor of Speech at the College.
RECIPIENT:
Jeremie Borrero ’11, Information Technology
Jeremie plans to utilize what he has learned in college to start his own business after graduation.

John ’58 and Marge Dietl Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2007 by John Dietl and his late wife, Marge.
RECIPIENT:
Christina Ng ’10, Accounting
Christina plans to become a CPA following graduation and to work in the fashion or music industry.

Bishop Nicholas DiMarzio Scholarship
Scholarship created in 2008 by Monsignor John J. Bracken and the Diocese of Brooklyn in recognition of Bishop DiMarzio, the seventh Bishop of Brooklyn. This scholarship also recognizes St. Francis College’s 150th anniversary and the leadership of Dr. Frank J. Macchiarella ’62.

Michael P. Donovan ’81 and Kelly J. Quinn ’80 Scholarship
RECIPIENT:
Ana Vugdelija ‘09, Economics
Ana plans to pursue a Master's degree after graduation. She is a member of the Swim Team at St. Francis College.

Honorable Eileen C. Dugan Scholarship
Full scholarship established by family and friends in memory of State Assembly woman Eileen Dugan, sister of Brendan Dugan, President of the College. The scholarship was awarded for the first time in 1998.
RECIPIENT:
Jeremie Borrero ’11, History
Richard plans to attend graduate school or law school after graduation. He is a member of the Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society, the Government and Politics Club, and the Political Science Club at St. Francis College.

Iwona Fryzel ’09, English
Iwona is considering a career in teaching or writing after graduation.

---

**SCHOLARSHIPS BY THE NUMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOLARSHIPS</th>
<th>210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULLY ENDOWED FULL AND PARTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWARDS</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“This scholarship means being allowed to explore what I am interested in while at the same time preparing me for a prosperous and meaningful future.”
— Francis O’Neill ’11, The Brother John Hoffschmidt, O.S.F. ’42 Scholar

“This scholarship is truly a blessing. It allows me to achieve goals in my life that will later on benefit my community.”
— Francine Rowe ’11, The Employee Scholar
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Dr. Joseph A. Ellis Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by alumni, friends, and former colleagues at the City College of New York in memory of Dr. Ellis, a former professor of History at the College.

Recipient: Christina Russo '09, Management
Christina plans to attend law school or graduate school after graduation.

Employee Scholarship
Past and current employee gifts endowed this scholarship. The scholarship was first awarded in the fall of 1992.

Recipient: Francine Rowe '11, Business Administration
Francine plans on attending law school after graduation and becoming an attorney. She is a member of the Honors Program and the Women's Track and Field Team at St. Francis College.

Faculty Scholarship
Past and current faculty gifts endowed this scholarship.

Pete P. Fazio '60 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2007 by the family of alumnus Pete Fazio, former baseball coach of the College. This scholarship will benefit a scholar athlete.

Recipient: Tara Garone '11, Communications
Tara won the Women's Tennis Coach's Award in her freshman year at St. Francis College. She plans on pursuing a career in television.

Bernard Ferguson '22 Scholarships
Mr. Ferguson left a gift in his will to endow two full scholarships for "worthy but needy students of the Roman Catholic faith." The first was awarded in the fall of 1999.

Recipient: Katherine Ferrand '09, Management

Professor Nicholas A. Fiorenza '36 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of this longtime professor of Fine Arts. Professor Fiorenza taught at the College for 33 years, from 1946 to 1979. He passed away in 1997.

Recipient: Nicholas D’Esposito '09, Accounting
Nick plans to pursue a career in accounting with a large firm after graduating with his Master's degree.

Gerard Flanagan '53 and Elizabeth Flanagan McCloskey Scholarship
This full scholarship was endowed in 2001 by a gift left to the College through Mrs. McCloskey’s estate.

Dr. James Flynn Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Dr. Flynn, a professor of History from 1959 to 1977 at the College.

Honorable Kevin Fogarty Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 to honor Judge Fogarty upon his retirement as the College's long-serving Chairman of the Board of Trustees. The scholarship was endowed by gifts from trustees, alumni, faculty, and staff.

William F. Fox, Jr. '49 Scholarship
Mrs. Nora Fox endowed this full scholarship in memory of her husband. It was awarded for the first time in the fall of 1991.

Franciscan Brothers of the Third Order Regular Scholarships
The St. Francis Fraternity, Third Order of St. Francis, endowed one full and one partial scholarship. These scholarships are awarded on the basis of both financial need and scholastic merit.

Recipient: Brittany Wilson '11, Physician Assistant
Brittany plans on becoming a physician assistant after graduation and opening her own practice in the future.

Franciscan Brothers who resided at the College Friary Scholarship
The Franciscan Brothers who resided at the College Friary endowed this full scholarship to be awarded on the basis of both financial need and scholastic merit.

Recipient: Anca Popescu '11, Undecided

Franciscan Institute Scholarship
The Franciscan Institute endowed one full scholarship. This scholarship is awarded on the basis of both financial need and scholastic merit.

Recipient: Samantha Torres '10, Psychology

Harold Geneen Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by John Monaghan '57 and alumni and friends in memory of Harold Geneen, the former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of ITT.

Recipient: Pierre Hinds '09, Information Technology
Pierre plans on pursuing a career in the IT field, where he can utilize the skills he acquired at St. Francis College.

Honorable Anthony J. Genovesi Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by family and friends in memory of this prominent civic leader and member of the New York State Assembly.

Betty and Leo Giancola Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by Elizabeth Giancola '78 and Lawrence '77 Becker in memory of Mrs. Becker’s parents.

Dr. James Aloysius Gibson ’63 and Patricia Brozinsky Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Dr. Patricia Brozinsky to honor and memorialize her beloved life partner, Dr. James Aloysius Gibson ’63, and their loving relationship and to continue his life’s work of helping others. This scholarship will be awarded to a full-time student who has declared a major in Education, demonstrated academic excellence and financial need, and expresses an interest in a career working with a special needs population.

Augustus E. Giegengack Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Walter ‘38 and Margaret McArde in memory of Augustus E. Giegengack, the thirteenth Public Printer of the United States.

Recipient: Leonid Nachstilk ’09, Biology

Brother Austin Gill, O.S.F. ’62 Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008, this scholarship was established by alumni, friends, and family in memory of Brother Austin, a longtime Assistant Professor of English at St. Francis College. After graduating from St. Francis Prep, he entered the Franciscan Brothers in 1954. Brother Austin received his B.A. degree from St. Francis College in 1962 and his M.A. degree from St. John’s University in 1966, as well as completing graduate study at NYU. During his 37 years of service at St. Francis College, he was made an Honorary Member of Duns Scotus in 1985 and received the Distinguished Faculty Award in 1987. Brother Austin passed away in June 2003.

Recipient: Barbara Beavvais '11, Undecided

Brother Urban Gonnoud, O.S.F. Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of the eleventh President of the College who served from 1958 to 1969.

Recipient: Nichole H. Greene '11, French

Dr. Francis Greene Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in honor of Dr. Francis Greene, longtime professor and chair of Foreign Languages at St. Francis College, as well as the moderator of the Duns Scotus Honor Society.

Right Reverend Monsignor Daniel A. Hanrahan Scholarship
This full scholarship is named for a distinguished alumnus of St. Francis College and is solely for the residents of Sacred Heart Parish, Cambria Heights, Queens.

Recipient: Barbara Beavvais '11, Undecided

Elizabeth and Bernard Haverty Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008, this scholarship was created by David Haverty ’81 in memory of his parents Elizabeth and Bernard.
William Randolph Hearst Foundation Scholarships
The Hearst Foundation has endowed three full scholarships in memory of William Randolph Hearst.
RECIPIENT: 
Dimitar Georgiev ’10, Communications
Dimitar hopes to pursue a career in politics or diplomacy following graduation.

Cornelius Heeney Memorial Scholarships
The Brooklyn Benevolent Society endowed two full scholarships in memory of the Society’s founder, Cornelius Heeney.
RECIPIENTS:
Magda Kane-Maysonet ’10, English
Magda plans to pursue a Ph.D. in Child Psychology following graduation.
Jonathan Palumbo ’10, Psychology
Jonathan plans to pursue a Ph.D. in Forensic Psychology after graduation. He is a member of the Government and Politics Club and the Model UN Club at St. Francis College.

Mary and Walter Henning Scholarship
Catherine and Michael ’61 Henning endowed this full scholarship in 2001 in honor of Mr. Henning’s parents.
RECIPIENT:
Vihren Todorov ’09, Management
Vihren plans to pursue a career in advertising after graduation.

Susan and Roger Hertog Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008, this full scholarship was created by Susan and Roger Hertog.

Brother John Hoffschmidt, O.S.F. Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008, this scholarship was established by alumni, friends, and family in memory of Brother John, a longtime Career Planning Director at St. Francis College. Brother John received his B.A. degree from St. John’s University in 1942 and his M.B.A. degree from NYU in 1954. Brother John served the College for over 20 years from 1970 to 1991. Through his gentle demeanor, wise counsel, and extraordinary generosity he helped thousands of young man and woman in planning their careers. Brother John passed away in November 2006.
RECIPIENT:
Francis O’Neill ’11, English
Francis plans on pursuing a career in writing. He hopes to work for a publication or art gallery while building his writing portfolio.

Brother Edmund Holmes, O.S.F. ’28 Scholarship
Monsignor Paul Bradley ’37 established this full scholarship in the name of Brother Edmund Holmes, Professor Emeritus at the College. It was first awarded in 1998.

Dr. Clement Jedrezejewski Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by alumni and friends in memory of Dr. Jedrezejewski, a former professor of Sociology who taught at the College for 26 years, from 1946 to 1972.

Cathleen and George Kane Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by Mary Ann and Daniel T. ’67 Kane in honor of Mr. Kane’s parents.

Monsignor John Kean Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2008 by alumni and friends of the late Monsignor Kean. Monsignor John Kean was a long time friend and admirer of the Franciscan Brothers.
RECIPIENT:
Chance Hubsch ’11, Undecided
Chance plans on studying Biology and Chemistry and becoming a doctor.

Frances C. and Joseph T. Keegan, Sr. Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by Mary Jane and Gerard ’68 Keegan in honor of Mr. Keegan’s parents.

Ernest Kehr ’35 Memorial Scholarship
This partial scholarship was established in memory of alumnus Ernest Kehr and was awarded for the first time in the fall of 1989.
RECIPIENT:
Nicole Petralia ’11, Physical Education
Nicole plans on becoming a teacher and/or a coach following graduation. She is a member of the Physical Education Club at St. Francis College.

Julie and Anne Kelly Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2007 by sisters, Julie and Anne Kelly, alumnae from the Class of 1979.
RECIPIENT:
Chandra Persaud ’11, Communications
Chandra plans on pursuing a career in media and hopes to work for a major magazine based in New York. She is a mentor for Big Brothers Big Sisters of New York City based out of St. Francis College.

Brother Pascal Kelly, O.S.F. ’33 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by alumni and friends in memory of this longtime professor of Philosophy. Brother Pascal served the College for 40 years, teaching from 1936 to 1976. He passed away in 1986.

Ronnie MurrayKonkel Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by James Konkel ’57, a former partner at Deloitte, in memory of his late wife. This scholarship was first awarded in 2004.
RECIPIENT:
Victoria Bombe ’11, Psychology
Victoria plans on becoming a clinical psychologist and opening her own private practice. She is a member of the Psychology Club at St. Francis College.

Dr. Nino Langiulli Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in honor of Dr. Langiulli, a longtime professor of Philosophy who taught at the College for forty years, from 1961 to 2001.
RECIPIENT:
Jennie Rota ’09, Management

Robert ’50 and Mary Lanigan Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Robert and Mary Lanigan in 2006.
RECIPIENT:
Krastina Georgieva ’10, Economics
Krastina plans to begin a career as a mathematics professor following graduation.

“...This scholarship is special and gratifying to me because it proves that I can succeed at any level of education.”
— Andrew Murillo ’12, The Vincent ’72 and Antoinette Pitta Scholar

“...This scholarship allows me to concentrate on my academics and has placed my dream of a graduate degree within reach.”
— Dominic J. Palastro ’09, The Joan and Thomas Meade Scholar

“...This scholarship takes a great deal of stress off my family. My father passed away a few years ago and every little bit helps.”
— Brittany Wilson ’11, The Franciscan Brothers of the Third Order Regular Scholar
17th of June (Evelyn Margaret Laquercia) Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Thomas Laquercia ’66 in honor of his late wife to benefit students with an interest in Italian culture.
RECIPIENT: Lila Vaseva ’09, Political Science and Economics
Lila hopes to pursue a career with the United Nations following graduation.

Thomas Michael Laquercia ’66 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Thomas Laquercia to benefit students with an interest in Italian culture.
RECIPIENT: Frank Caldarella ’11, Undecided

Brother George Larkin, O.S.F. ’60 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in honor of Brother George, Dean of Admissions, who has served the College since 1971.
RECIPIENT: Matthew Anderson ’11, Economics

Marie and Bill Ledermann Scholarship
Full scholarship awarded for the first time in 2005 and endowed by Mary Ledermann, the College’s former vice president of Financial Affairs, in memory of her parents.

Daniel Lynch, Sr. ’38 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of this longtime basketball coach and athletic director. Daniel served the College for 33 years, from 1948 to 1981.
RECIPIENT: Bethany Kissane ’09, Communications

Philip and Rhena Lynch Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in April 2002 by Michael Lynch and Susan Baker in memory of Mr. Lynch’s parents.

Frank J. Macchiarola Scholarship
Scholarship created in 2008 by the College and supplemented by gifts from Frank ’62 and Mary Macchiarola in honor of their son, Frank J. Macchiarola.

Joseph and Michaela Macchiarola Scholarship
Scholarship created in 2008 by the College and supplemented by gifts from Frank ’62 and Mary Macchiarola in honor of their son and daughter-in-law, Joseph and Michaela.

Lucy and Joseph Macchiarola Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by Frank ’62 and Mary Macchiarola and friends of the Macchiarola family in honor of Dr. Macchiarola’s parents.
RECIPIENT: Steven Romano ’11, Communications
Steven hopes to pursue a career in public relations. He is a writer for the student newspaper, The Voice.

Mary and Frank J. ’62 Macchiarola Scholarship
RECIPIENT: Karim Badawy ’09, Biology
Karim plans to attend dental school after graduation. He is the President of the Science Society, the Botanical Society, and the Informed Investors Club at St. Francis College.

Michael and Jennifer Macchiarola Scholarship
Scholarship created in 2008 by the College and supplemented by gifts from Frank ’62 and Mary Macchiarola in honor of their son and daughter-in-law, Michael and Jennifer.

James Mangano Memorial Scholarship
A partial scholarship established in memory of James Mangano, long time public servant of Brooklyn.
RECIPIENT: Nemanja Savic ’11, Undecided

Margaret L. McArdle Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Walter McArdle ’38 in honor of his wife, Margaret.
RECIPIENT: Dana Ellwood ’10, Sociology
Dana is considering a career in law or politics. She is currently a clerk at the Press Office of the United States Attorney’s Office.

Rose D. McArdle Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Walter McArdle ’38 in memory of his mother, Rose.
RECIPIENT: Amanda Krol ’09, Childhood Education
Amanda plans to become a public school teacher in New York City after graduation.

Robert McCarron (Brother Isidore, O.S.F.) Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Brother Isidore, a former professor of Religion and Director of Continuing Education at the College.

John ’51 and Mary McCarthy Scholarships
The McCarthys endowed twelve full scholarships. The first was originally awarded in the spring of 1987.
RECIPIENTS: Danielle Arditto ’10, Childhood Education
Danielle plans to become a teacher after graduation.

Philip Debaz ’09, History
Philip plans to pursue a Master’s degree and become a physical therapist following graduation.

Gian Carlo Lahara ’10, Communications
Gian Carlo plans on pursing a career in advertising after graduation.

Na Li ’09, Management
Na plans to pursue a Master’s degree in management or economics. She is a member of the Economics Society at St. Francis College.

Antigona Perasevic ’10, Management
Antigona plans to become a CPA and work in a large accounting firm following graduation.

Justyna Zuchmanska ’10, Accounting
Justyna plans to become a CPA after graduating.

Robert McCarron (Brother Isidore, O.S.F.) Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Brother Isidore, a former professor of Religion and Director of Continuing Education at the College.

Right Reverend Monsignor Joseph V. McClancy Memorial Scholarship
Established by the children of the Catholic schools of Brooklyn and Queens in memory of their distinguished superintendent and an alumnus of St. Francis College. This full scholarship is awarded to a graduate of a Catholic high school.
RECIPIENT: Jacqueline Siino ’09, Liberal Arts

Donald H. McCree, Jr. Scholarship
This full scholarship was established with part of the proceeds from the 1996 Charter Award Dinner honoring Mr. McCree, who is the retired President and CEO of IBJ Schroder Bank & Trust Company. It was awarded for the first time in 1997.

Brigit T. and Patrick J. McTague Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by the late Colonel Hugh O’Neill McTague ’37 in memory of his parents.

Hugh O’Neill ’37 and Josephine McTague Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Cynthia McTague, widow of the late Hugh O’Neill McTague, in memory of her husband and his first wife.

Joan and Thomas Meade Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by the Meades. Mr. Meade was a longtime member of the College’s Council of Regents.
RECIPIENT: Dominic Palastro ’09, Management and Economics
Dominic plans on pursuing his Master’s degree following graduation. He is a member of the Honor’s Program at St. Francis College.

Lois Melsha Scholarships
Two full scholarships endowed through the estate of Lois Melsha. The first scholarship was awarded in the fall of 1994.
RECIPIENT: Andrew Slips ’10, Communications

Joseph Murphy (Brother Jarlath, O.S.F.) Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Brother Jarlath, a former Director of Development and Alumni Relations at the College.

John Muscara Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by Frank Baxter, Chairman and CEO of Jefferies & Company, in memory of Mr. Muscara, a Jefferies employee and lifelong Brooklyn resident.

Dominic Palastro ’09, Management
Dominic plans on pursuing his Master’s degree following graduation. He is a member of the Honor’s Program at St. Francis College.

Sharon Meade Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed to benefit students with an interest in turfgrass science.
RECIPIENT: Laura Bongioanni ’09, Biology
Laura plans to pursue a career in the turfgrass industry.

Donald H. McCree, Jr. Scholarship
This full scholarship was established with part of the proceeds from the 1996 Charter Award Dinner honoring Mr. McCree, who is the retired President and CEO of IBJ Schroder Bank & Trust Company. It was awarded for the first time in 1997.

Robert McCarron (Brother Isidore, O.S.F.) Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Brother Isidore, a former professor of Religion and Director of Continuing Education at the College.

John ’51 and Mary McCarthy Scholarships
The McCarthys endowed twelve full scholarships. The first was originally awarded in the spring of 1987.
RECIPIENTS: Danielle Arditto ’10, Childhood Education
Danielle plans to become a teacher after graduation.

Philip Debaz ’09, History
Philip plans to pursue a Master’s degree and become a physical therapist following graduation.

Gian Carlo Lahara ’10, Communications
Gian Carlo plans on pursing a career in advertising after graduation.

Na Li ’09, Management
Na plans to pursue a Master’s degree in management or economics. She is a member of the Economics Society at St. Francis College.

Antigona Perasevic ’10, Management
Antigona plans to become a CPA and work in a large accounting firm following graduation.

Justyna Zuchmanska ’10, Accounting
Justyna plans to become a CPA after graduating.
Brother Roger Nagle, O.S.F. Scholarship
Athletic scholarship established through gifts from alumni and friends in memory of Brother Roger, the former Athletic Director responsible for the building of the athletic facilities at the College. Brother Roger served the College from 1951 to 1989 and passed away in 1991. The Nagle Scholarship was first awarded in the fall of 1991.

RECIPIENT:
Predrag Predin ‘10, Management
Nemanja Pucarevic ‘09, Economics

John P. O’Boyle Scholarship
This partial scholarship was created in 2007 with a gift from the estate of Johanna O’Boyle in honor of her husband.

Brother Thomas O’Neill, O.S.F. ‘68 Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008 by alumni, friends, and family in memory of Brother Thomas, the former Director of Financial Aid at the College. Along with obtaining his B.A. degree from St. Francis College, Brother Thomas completed graduate studies at St. John’s university and NYU. Brother Thomas served the College for over 25 years and was instrumental in the creation and growth of the Study Abroad Program at St. Francis College. Brother Thomas passed in December 2007.

RECIPIENT:
Janine Reebe ‘11, Psychology
Janine plans on becoming either a juvenile counselor or forensic psychologist following graduation.

James Patranzino ‘69 Scholarship
This full scholarship in memory of James Patranzino was established with gifts from his friends and colleagues, as well as matching gifts from the Ernst & Young Foundation. It was awarded for the first time in 1997.

RECIPIENT:
Andrew Murillo ‘11, Physician Assistant
Andrew plans on becoming a physician assistant specializing in pediatric surgery following graduation.

Providenti Family/Council of Regents Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by Anthony C. Providenti ‘67 in honor of his family and the Council of Regents of which he was a member. The scholarship was first awarded in the fall of 1985.

RECIPIENT:
Matthew Bertolotti ‘09, Accounting
Matthew plans to become a CPA and work for an accounting firm following graduation.

Helen Quigley Scholarships
James Quigley ’32 endowed these two full scholarships in memory of his wife. The first was awarded in the fall of 1994.

RECIPIENTS:
Marko Dedovic ’10, Undecided
Anthony Englese ‘10, Accounting
Anthony plans to become a CPA and work at an accounting firm. He is a member of the Accounting Society at St. Francis College.

Dr. Thomas Quigley ’52 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2006 by alumni and friends in honor of Dr. Thomas Quigley, a longtime chemistry professor at the College.

RECIPIENT:
Matthew Rosen ‘11, Criminal Justice
Matthew plans on either pursuing a career in law enforcement or attending law school following graduation.

Brother Leo Quinn, O.S.F. ’26 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of this long-time Mathematics professor.

Brother Jerome Reilly, O.S.F. Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1999 by alumni and friends in memory of the eighth President of the College. Brother Columba served as President from 1925 to 1934 and from 1936 to 1952.

John “Jay” Riddell ’66 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in honor of John “Jay” Riddell in 2006 by alumni, family, and friends.

RECIPIENT:
John Montes ‘09, Political Science
John plans to pursue a Master’s degree and begin a career in education after graduation. He is a member of the Track & Field Team at St. Francis College.

Brother Jerome Roese, O.S.F. Memorial Scholarship
Full scholarship established in memory of the tenth President of St. Francis College. This scholarship is awarded to a student who has demonstrated exceptional academic achievement and shows promise of continued success. Brother Jerome served as President from 1952 to 1958.

RECIPIENT:
Ann Fudjinski ‘10, Sociology

Irene and Vincent Salamone Scholarship
Full scholarship first awarded in 2005 and endowed by Denis ’75 and Joanne Salamone in honor of Mr. Salamone’s parents.

RECIPIENT:
Kathleen Mills ‘09, Accounting

Dr. Aida Santiago Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Dr. Santiago, a professor of Economics at the College from 1990 to 1997, who died early in her academic career.

Dr. Charles Savage Scholarship
Established by Accounting alumni in honor of the former chairman of the Accounting Department. This full scholarship was awarded for the first time in the fall of 1993. Dr. Savage served the College for 23 years, from 1957 to 1980.

RECIPIENT:
Theresa Romano ’11, Communications
Theresa plans to pursue a career in public relations. She is a writer for the student newspaper, The Voice.

Brother Robert Schaefer, O.S.F. ‘61 Scholarship
Fully endowed in 2008, this scholarship was established by alumni and friends in honor of Brother Robert. Brother Robert received his B.A. degree from St. Francis in 1961. He went on earn his M.A. degree in Mathematics from NYU. After 28 years as the Director of Registrar, Brother Robert was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Science from the College and returned to the classroom. He currently is an adjunct faculty member in the Math Department at the College.

RECIPIENT:
Dusan Milanovic ‘10, Mathematics

Charles Schaan ‘40 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 1998 by alumni and friends in memory of this former longtime Water Polo coach.

Dr. Scholl Foundation Scholarship
Partial scholarship endowed in 1984 by the Dr. Scholl Foundation.

RECIPIENT:
Nikola Djuric ‘11, Business Management

Sheeney Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed at the College.

Brother Robert Smith, O.S.F. Scholarship
Full Scholarship endowed in 2005 in honor of Brother Robert Smith, member of the Board of Trustees, by his loved ones and the Board.

RECIPIENT:
Kyle Devine ‘09, International Cultural Studies

Timothy M. Stackpole ’01 Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed by friends and family in memory of Timothy Stackpole, a New York City firefighter and hero of 9-11.

RECIPIENT:
Brian Barvels ‘10, Communications

Peter J. Striano Scholarship
Full scholarship established with part of the proceeds from the 1997 Charter Award Dinner honoring Mr. Striano, CEO of the Unity International Group. This scholarship was awarded for the first time in 1998.

RECIPIENT:
Ann Fudjinski ‘10, Sociology

Irene and Vincent Salamone Scholarship
Full scholarship first awarded in 2005 and endowed by Denis ’75 and Joanne Salamone in honor of Mr. Salamone’s parents.

RECIPIENT:
Kathleen Mills ‘09, Accounting

Dr. Aida Santiago Scholarship
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Dr. Santiago, a professor of Economics at the College from 1990 to 1997, who died early in her academic career.

RECIPIENT:
Matthew Bertolotti ‘09, Accounting
Matthew plans to become a CPA and work for an accounting firm following graduation.

Endowed Scholarships and Recipients
**Brother Austin Sullivan, O.S.F. Memorial Scholarship**
Established by the friends of Brother Austin Sullivan, O.S.F., this full scholarship is solely for a graduate of the St. Francis Preparatory School.

**Brother Donald Sullivan, O.S.F. Scholarships**
Full athletic scholarships endowed with gifts from trustees, employees, alumni, and friends in conjunction with Brother Donald’s 25th Anniversary as President of the College. Brother Donald was the 16th President of St. Francis College (1969–1996).

- **RECIPIENT:** Laura Donodeo ’09, Psychology
  Laura hopes to pursue a Master’s degree in Counseling and begin a career as a guidance counselor following graduation. She is the President of the Honors Society in Psychology, the Vice President of the Italian Historical Society, the Secretary of Dun Scotus, and a member of the Psychology Club.

**Filip Kisobamski ’10, Management**

**Joseph Supancich ’26/Child Abuse Prevention Program Scholarship**
First awarded in 2005, this full scholarship is dedicated to both Joseph Supancich ’26 and the Child Abuse Prevention Program in honor of their support of St. Francis College.

- **RECIPIENT:** Alexandra Martinez ’11, Physician Assistant
  Alexandra plans on becoming a neonatal physician assistant following graduation. Her ultimate career goal is to be a pediatrician.

**Grace I. Terry Scholarship**
Full scholarship endowed in 2005 by Robert ’72 and Barbara Terry in memory of Mr. Terry’s mother.

**Anne Trivisonno Scholarship**
Full scholarship endowed in 2005 by Nicholas Trivisonno ’68 in honor of his mother on the occasion of her 80th birthday.

- **RECIPIENT:** Jason Dumont ’09, Accounting
  Jason plans to become a CPA following graduation. He is a member of the Accounting Society, the Economics Society, and the Ministry Society at St. Francis College.

**Brother Giles Turbee, O.S.F. Scholarship**
Full scholarship endowed in 2000 by alumni and friends in memory of Brother Giles, a former professor of English. Brother Giles taught at the College for 38 years from 1947 to 1985.

- **RECIPIENT:** Kristin Holzhauer ’11, Undecided

**Louis Valentino, Jr. ’79 Scholarships & Stipends**
Louis was a firefighter killed in the line of duty. His wife, Diane, and parents, Phyllis and Louis, Sr., established the scholarships and stipends from 1998 through 2005. Four students each year will receive a cash stipend. The students must be firefighters, or spouses or children of firefighters.

**RECIPIENTS:**
- Karen Angelo ’12, Accounting
  Karen plans on enrolling in a Master’s degree program and becoming a CPA after graduation.
- Lindsey Calkin ’12, Psychology
  Lindsey plans to work with children as a guidance counselor or for a criminal investigation team following graduation.
- Angela Como ’09, Economics
- Frank and Mary Walker Scholarship
  Full scholarship endowed in 2006 in honor of Frank and Mary Walker by Joseph P. Walker ’61 in memory of his parents.

- **RECIPIENT:** Ronald Defranco ’11, Communications
  Ronald plans to pursue a career in advertising following graduation.

- **Joseph and Clare Walker Scholarship**
  Full scholarship endowed in December 2002 by Clare & Joseph P. ’61 Walker.

- **Rita-May and Thomas ’62 Ward Scholarship**
  Full scholarship endowed in December 2002 by Thomas Ward and his wife, Rita-May.

- **RECIPIENT:** Stefan Gencial ’11, Business Management
  Stefan plans to pursue a career in finance following graduation. He hopes to start his own business one day.

**The following benefactors have been recognized for their many contributions to the Endowed Scholarship Program. In honor of their generosity and spirit, scholarship aid has been awarded to the following students:**

- **In Honor of Senator Pete V. Domenici**
  **RECIPIENT:** Donika Selimaj ’11, Information Technology

- **In Honor of Frederick ’64 and Catherine Furman**
  **RECIPIENT:** Aliyah Edwards ’11, Undecided

- **In Honor of Margaret and Thomas Groarke**
  **RECIPIENT:** Sean Brunton ’11, Communications
  Sean plans to work in public relations or advertising in sports following graduation.

- **In Honor of Joseph M. and Mary Ann Mattone**
  **RECIPIENT:** James Landi ’11, Management

---

“**This scholarship gives me the opportunity to afford to study abroad. I really look forward to exploring other cultures during my semester abroad.**”

— Stefan Gencial ’11, The Rita-May and Thomas ’62 Ward Scholar

“**I am honored to receive this full scholarship. Paying for college was always a constant worry of mine, but now I am blessed to have this worry diminished. I am truly grateful for my benefactors.**”

— Chandra Persaud ’11, The Julie and Anne Kelly Scholar

“**I feel that obtaining this scholarship has been one of my greatest achievements. It makes me feel proud of my hard work throughout my first year at St. Francis College.**”

— Victoria Bombe ’11, The Ronnie Murray Konkel Scholar
Endowed Awards

Professor Camillus Award
Professor Celestine Award
Thomas Cuite Award
William Donaldson Award
Duns Scotus Award
Education Medal
Gelfand Award
Harold Geneen Award
Margaret and Thomas Groarke Award
Gorman Medal
Latin American Award
Ledermann Award
Catherine McAuley High School Award
Melissa Sanchez Award
Twomley Award

Partially Endowed Scholarships

Once these scholarships are fully endowed, they will be awarded to deserving students.

**Academic Scholarship For Women**
Dr. James Adams
Professor John Allegra
Alpha Phi Delta
Dr. Ann Amore
Andrea and Margie Arcarola
Dr. John Burke ’40
Reverend Michael A. Carrano ’66
Brother Cecilian of Jesus, F.S.C.
Curtin Family
Dominick P. ’64 and Rosemary DePaola
Gerard and Kathleen Dolan
Senator Pete V. Domenici
Anne and Brian Dugan
Duns Scotus
Edward Farrell ’52
Dr. Robert Fox
Franciscan Brothers
Frederick Dennis Furman ’64
Furman Family
Dr. Gerard Galgan
Dr. Enildo Garcia
Kathleen Corrigan Giallanza ’90
Anna and Joseph Giaquinto
Dr. Uwe Gielen
Malcolm W. Gordon
Helen and Richard Halverson
Dr. Dorothy Lipp Harris
Dr. Arthur Hughes
Independence Community Foundation
KeySpan Accounting
Rosa and Flores Linares
Brother Alfonso Maier, O.S.F.
Joseph M. Mattone
Mary Ann Mattone
Brother Celestine McGarry, O.S.F.
Mercorella Family
Dr. Donald Metz ’47
Joseph Mingrone ’76
Dr. John Motley
Joseph Nicholson, Peter Spinelli, Catherine and David Steinmann
Jonathan Nigro ’96
John Cardinal O’Connor
Professor Ernest Petrucelli
Dr. Carolyn Plonsky
Dr. Kyran Powers
Professor Edward Setrakian
Professor Francis Slade
Dr. Frank Sorrentino
Coach Carlo Tramontozzi
Paul Urso ’50
World Trade Center Victims
The following photographs appear on the Endowed Scholarship Wall in the DeBlasio Family Lobby on campus. Each portrait portrays the honoree of a fully endowed scholarship at St. Francis College. If your fully endowed scholarship is not currently represented, please contact the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs at (718) 489-5361 or development@stfranciscollege.edu.
The following fully endowed scholarships are also represented on the Endowed Scholarship Wall but do not have a portrait. If your fully endowed scholarship is not currently represented, please contact the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs.

Honorable Francis X. Altamari ’50 Scholarship
Joe Browne ’58 Scholarship
Frank Cellauro Scholarship
Chase Manhattan Bank Scholarships
Chemical Bank Scholarship
Jo Conway Scholarship
Michael P. Donovan ’81 and Kelly J. Quinn ’80 Scholarship
Employee Scholarship
Franciscan Brothers of the Third Order Regular Scholarship
Franciscan Brothers who resided at the College Friary Scholarship

Franciscan Institute Scholarship
Gladys Brooks Foundation Scholarship
2 Scholarships
William Randolph Hearst Foundation Scholarship
2 Scholarships
Ernest Keir ’35 Memorial Scholarship
Robert ’50 and Mary Lanigan Scholarship
Rose D. McArchie Scholarship
Right Reverend Monsignor Joseph V. McClancy Memorial Scholarship
Joan and Thomas Meade Scholarship

Lois Melisha Scholarship
2 Scholarships
John P. O’Boyle Scholarship
Providenti Family/Council of Regents Scholarship
Helen Quigley Scholarship
2 Scholarships
Dr. Scholl Foundation Scholarship
Sheeney Scholarship
Joseph Supancich ’26 / Child Abuse Prevention Program Scholarship
Joseph and Clare Walker Scholarship
“Let one loving heart set another on fire”

St. Francis College Endowed Scholarship Program

The generosity of our Benefactors reflects and strengthens the core of St. Francis College. Your support helps make the St. Francis College experience available to students who might not otherwise have the opportunity to pursue a college education. Expanding these opportunities continues to be a top priority for St. Francis College.

If you would like to contribute to or create a scholarship, please contact the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs at (718) 489-5361 or development@stfranciscollege.edu.

You may make a gift to St. Francis College by:

- Check (payable to St. Francis College)
- Credit Card
- Wire Transfer
- Gift of Stock
- Planned Gift
- Online (www.stfranciscollege.edu)